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JOURNEY
HARD SURFACE CLEANER
MATERIAL & FUNCTION
JOURNEY is a "one shot" high foaming alkaline detergent blend built with corrosion
inhibitors, foam stabilizers and anti-redeposition agents for the cleaning of food
processing equipment that fits perfectly into a ‘preventative maintenance’ culture of
operations.
Due to JOURNEY’S chemically engineered formulation, it has a CHELATING feature
that allows it to deal with hard water scale deposits, rust stains and fat residue build up.
JOURNEY will brighten and lighten Stainless Steel equipment over a period of time and
halt any further chemical attack on plant & equipment, ensuring fewer repairs,
maintenance and down time issues
JOURNEY is suitable for use in food and meat export establishments..
JOURNEY has been formulated to:
 Efficiently remove fatty production residues
 Protect metals, dissolve rust deposits, prevent scale re-forming and is soft metal
safe.
will not damage rubber & plastic machinery components

APPLICATION
JOURNEY is formulated for use through foaming equipment or high pressure
wash-down units. Use rate varies from 20-250 mL per litre of water, dependent upon
the degree of soilage and style of equipment. Best results are obtained at elevated
temperatures with a contact time of 10 to 20 minutes. For use in the meat and food
processing industries.
JOURNEY is a clear liquid of moderate viscosity and alkaline Ph.

PACKAGING
5, 15, 110, 200 Litre plastic drums
U.N No. 1719 Caustic Alkali Liquid, N.O.S.
CLASS 8 Corrosive

HAZCHEM 2R
IMPORTANT NOTICE TO CUSTOMER
Since the use of this product is beyond the control of either seller or manufacturer, their only
obligation shall be to replace any quantity of product which is proven defective. They cannot
assume any risk or liability in excess of the purchase price of the product itself, which does not
include labour or any consequential damages resulting from the use of this product.
Determining the suitability of this product for any intended use shall be solely the responsibility
of the user. ALWAYS TEST FIRST.
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